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DISPLACED
By Russell H. Kaschula 

Russell Kaschula’s delightful and provocative stories explore the

complexities of living in the intercultural spaces of Southern

Africa — reflections born out of  his own history and experi-

ences. Depicting a truly South African identity, these stories are

told without bigotry, condescension, or political correctness.

They embrace the theme of a common historical uncertainty and

displacement over a period stretching back to the 1850s. Bring-

ing together pre- and post-apartheid threads, Kaschula weaves together sometimes

painful, sometimes humorous, incidents of

change, sorrow, joy, violence, forgiveness, iden-

tity, belonging, and interlinked destinies.

THREE TREATISES ON 
THE I'JAZ OF THE QUR'AN
Qur'anic Studies and Literary Criticism
Edited by Muhammad Khalaf-Allah Ahmad 
and Muhammad Zaghlul Sallam
Translated by Issa J. Boullata (Emeritus, McGill U.)

This book contains three important Arabic treatises from the

4th and 5th centuries of Islamic history, published here for the

first time in English translation. These treatises deal with the

Islamic concept of i'jaz, that is, the inimitability of the Qur'an

because of its sublime style and divine content. The three Ara-

bic treatises in this book afford different points of view and

offer a variety of literary and theological approaches that give

the reader a comprehensive understanding of i'jaz.

174pp | 2014 | Disc. Price $59.96
978 1 85964 388 4 | h/b | $74.95
Garnet Publishing

POEMS FOR A CENTURY
An Anthology on Nigeria
Edited by Tope Omoniyi (Roehampton U.)
Foreward by Sulaiman Adebowale

Poets from different backgrounds and generations explore what it

means to be a citizen of Nigeria. A hundred years after unification,

the most populous African nation has oscillated from colony to in-

dependence and dependency, from military dictatorship to civilian

oppression and profligacy. It has developed many contradictions of

a complex national polity. Shifting from despair to hope, lamentation to happiness,

and every gamut of sensibilities imaginable,

these poets reiterate the notion of engagement

and the power of the written word to push for

social change in their beloved nation.

ANTJIE KROG
An Ethics of Body and Otherness

Edited by Judith Lütge Coullie (U. of KwaZulu-Natal)
and Andries Visagie (U. of Pretoria)

Over a career spanning four decades, Antjie Krog has

produced an important body of work informed by her

no-holds-barred openness, acute self-awareness, and

social engagement. As a public figure, she is both a

dissident who provocatively challenges norms and a

mediator between cultures. Scholars from a range of

disciplines explore the many facets of Antjie Krog’s

work. The included essays bring together critical re-

sponses to the fascinating life’s work of one of South

Africa’s most prominent writers and public figures.

The book's essays focus on identity, race, gender,

apartheid, trauma, and transformation. There is also a

thought-provoking interview with Krog on translation. 

360pp | 2014 | Disc. Price $32.00
978 1 86914 253 7 | p/b | $40.00
Univ. of KwaZulu-Natal Press

THE VIOLENT GESTURES OF LIFE
By Tshifhiwa Given Mukwevho

Gift is fourteen years old when he becomes an inmate

of South Africa's Qalakabusha youth reformatory. The

casualty of a 'bad upbringing,' he takes out his anger in

predictable ways, veering onto a path of crime that

lands him behind bars. It is there, amid the unremitting

harshness of prison life, that he has to find in himself

the insights that will allow him to emerge from victim-

hood toward personhood. The Violent Gestures of Life
will appeal to all audiences, from young adult to adult.

It is a novel about incarceration, written by one who

has experienced life as a prison inmate.

176pp | 2014 | Disc. Price $15.96
978 1 86914 278 0 | p/b | $19.95
Univ. of KwaZulu-Natal Press

LITERATURE & CRITICISM

WHAT THE FOREST TOLD ME
Yoruba Hunter, Culture and Narrative Performance
By Ayo Adeduntan (U. of lbadan)

Ayo Adeduntan conveys the elastic nature of African cultural

expression through narratives of the Yoruba hunters' exploits.

Each hunter’s narrative provides a window on the Yoruba un-

derstanding and explanation of their world, a cosmology that

negates the anthropocentric view of creation. In a very literal

sense, man, in this peculiar world, is an equal actor with animal

and nature spirits with whom he constantly con-

tests and negotiates space. This book offers new in-

sights into key aspects of Yoruba culture, including

the particular contexts of oral performance forms.

150pp | 2014 | Disc. Price $19.20
978 1 86888 739 2 | p/b | $24.00
Unisa Press

176pp | 2013 | Disc. Price $17.60
978 1 86888 733 0 | p/b | $22.00
Unisa Press

108pp | 2014 | Disc. Price $11.96
978 2 35926 032 8 | p/b | $14.95
Amalion Publishing
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CORRUPTION AND HUMAN 
RIGHTS LAW IN AFRICA

By Kolawole Olaniyan (Legal Adviser, Amnesty 
International's International Secretariat, London)

In the African context, author Olaniyan takes up one

of the pervasive problems of governance — large-

scale corruption — to examine its impact on human

rights and the degree to which a human rights ap-

proach to confronting corruption can buttress the tradi-

tional criminal law response. This book examines

major aspects of human rights in practice: the impor-

tance of governing structures in the implementation

and enjoyment of human rights; the relationship be-

tween corruption, poverty, and underdevelopment; and

the threat that systemic poverty poses to the entire

human rights edifice. This is a significant contribution

to the literature on good governance, human rights,

and the rule of law in Africa.

LAW

UNDERSTANDING KINSHIP CARE 
OF CHILDREN IN AFRICA
A Family Environment or an Alternative Care Option?
By Usang Maria Assim (U. of the Western Cape)

In an era in which growing numbers of children face orphanhood, this book could not

be more relevant. This first volume from the Comparative African Legal Studies series

(also available for standing orders) explores the legal and human rights dimensions of

kinship care, the preferred alternative to parental care in the African context. With in-

creasing debates and controversies around child care forms, such as foster care, and

the ever-growing need for State support, it be-

comes critical to determine whether kinship care

is indeed alternative care or not. This book offers

a unique coverage of the subject matter.

270pp | 2014 | Disc. Price $66.00
978 94 6236 496 7 | p/b | $82.50
Comparative African Legal Studies, V.1
Eleven International Publishing

440pp | 2014 | Disc. Price $80.00
978 1 84946 637 0 | h/b | $100.00
Hart Publishing, Oxford

LAW, NATION-BUILDING 
& TRANSFORMATION
The South African Experience in Perspective
Edited by Catherine Jenkins and Max du Plessis

The post-apartheid era has been characterized by wide-ranging

attempts at transformation and nation-building, from the well-

known Truth and Reconciliation Commission to reforms in edu-

cation and policing, the promotion of women's rights, and a new

framework for freedom of expression. Contributors from the disciplines of law, pol-

itics, and sociology reflect on South Africa's transition to democracy and the chal-

lenges of transformation and nation-building. This book also considers the lessons

from South Africa that may be learned in the

field of transitional justice. 350pp | 2014 | Disc. Price $84.00
978 1 78068 184 9 | h/b | $105.00
Intersentia

IMPLEMENTING THE CONVENTION ON THE 
RIGHTS OF THE CHILD IN LUSOPHONE AFRICA
A Socio-Legal Perspective
By Aquinaldo Célio Mandlate

The Comparative African Legal Studies series — also available to libraries for

standing orders — aims to profile research in the fields of children, youth, families,

gender, disability, education and socio-economic rights. This volume undertakes an

examination of the Convention on the Rights of the Child 's implementation in An-

gola and Mozambique. Both countries ratified the Convention and committed them-

selves to its standards. Consequently,

it is necessary to investigate how they

are faring in terms of giving effect to

those standards.

220pp | December 2014 | Disc. Price $63.20
978 94 6236 500 1 | p/b | $79.00
Comparative African Legal Studies, V.2
Eleven International Publishing THE AFRICAN COURT ON HUMAN

RIGHTS AND PEOPLES' RIGHTS
Basic Documents

Edited by Simone Fennell and Dorina Andoni

Only one case has been submitted to the African Court

of Human Rights and Peoples' Rights, and the Court

correctly concluded that it did not have jurisdiction to

deal with the matter. Regardless of the lack of cases

and power of the court, it is interesting to get a firm

understanding of the documents that underlie the es-

tablishment of the Court, and to be able to compare

them to already existing courts. This book examines

these basic documents.

320pp | 2014 | Disc. Price $68.00
978 94 6240 000 9 | p/b | $85.00
Wolf Legal Publishers

THE CONSTITUTION OF ISRAEL
A Contextual Analysis
By Suzie Navot (Striks School of Law, Israel)

Following its British heritage and the lack of a formal Con-

stitution, Israel's democracy grew for more than four

decades on the principle of parliamentary supremacy. The

‘constitutional revolution’ of the 1990s started a new era in

Israel's constitutional history by introducing a constitutional

model and the concept of judicial review of laws. Suzie

Navot presents the main features of the current Israeli con-

stitutional system, and she offers a topical discussion of Is-

rael's basic laws. Israel's unique aspects as a Jewish and

democratic state and its ongoing search for the right balance

between human rights and national security are also pre-

sented. This is a unique and fascinating analysis which will

be of interest to scholars

and students of compara-

tive constitutional law and

Middle East studies.

312pp | 2014 | Disc. Price $24.00
978 1 84113 835 0 | p/b | $30.00
Hart Publishing, Oxford
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THE ROAD TO DEMOCRACY 
IN SOUTH AFRICA
Volume 6 (1990-1996), Parts 1 & 2
Edited by the South African Democracy Education Trust

This sixth volume examines the tumultuous and nerve wracking

1990s, explicitly defined by the horrendous and unabated politi-

cal violence, the unbanning of the liberation movements, the re-

lease of political prisoners, and the Convention for a Democratic

South Africa which led to the first ever democratic elections in

the country. A selection of contents include: The Dismantling of the Garrison State;

The Re-Establishment of the ANC inside the Country; Women and the Struggle for

Gender Inclusivity during the Transi-

tion; and more.

DISCORDANT VILLAGE VOICES
A Zambian 'Community-Based' Wildlife Programme
By Stuart A. Marks

The central Luangwa Valley in Zambia, designated as a game

management area, has been subject to profound cultural and

economic changes, resulting from colonial and later govern-

ment initiatives to conserve wildlife. Carried out over six

decades, this study examines the interface between the Mun-

yamadzi rural communities and the wildlife institutions im-

posed on their homeland. The outstanding synthesis of find-

ings will be of great interest to researchers on wildlife man-

agement in Africa, as well as sustainability researchers, who

can appreciate the essentially intertwined aspects of socio-cul-

tural, socio-political, and socio-economic processes.

348pp | b&w ills. | 2014 | Disc. Price $21.60
978 1 86888 707 1 | p/b | $27.00
Unisa Press

ON AFRICAN FAULT LINES
Meditations on Alterity Politics
By V-Y Mudimbe (Duke U.)

“There can be no doubt that On African Fault Lines is a brilliant
and intensely thought assemblage of writings. Intellectual good
faith is the hallmark and true achievement of Valentin Mudimbe’s
oeuvre, and it is spectacularly on display here. His good faith ap-
proach draws ‘Africa’ into the wide orbit of his thought as much
as he draws his sources into ‘Africa’. The signal accomplishment

of this book is that it teaches us how
to learn.”
~ Grant Farred, Professor of

Africana Studies, Cornell U.

UBUNTU
Curating the Archive

Edited by Leonhard Praeg and Siphokazi Magadla
(Both at Rhodes U., Grahamstown)

In South Africa, ubuntu is the term for a kind of hu-

manist philosophy, ethic, or ideology. This book con-

textualizes the discourse on ubuntu within the wider

historical framework of postcolonial attempts to

rearticulate African humanism as a substantial philoso-

phy and emancipatory ideology. As such, the emer-

gence of ubuntu as a postcolonial philosophy is

posited as both a function of and a critical response to

Western modernity. Contributors from a wide range of

disciplines address the question of whether the notion

of a ‘shared humanity’ still has relevance for South

Africans’ urgent need to imagine the country’s post-

nationalist and post-neoliberal future.

246pp | 2014 | Disc. Price $24.76
978 1 86914 265 0 | p/b | $30.95
Univ. of KwaZulu-Natal Press

A REPORT ON UBUNTU
By Leonhard Praeg (Rhodes U., Grahamstown)

“This is a necessary, important and unprecedented
philosophical intervention into a debate that, for all the
political posturing, has shown itself unable to think the
politics of Ubuntu [African humanism]. Praeg's text re-
dresses that lack by interrogating, it would seem, every
element, every possible contingency, every possible
variegation, of the term. He is relentless in pursuit of
rescuing Ubuntu from inanity and political nonsense
and, moreover, instilling in it an intellectual integrity.”
~ Prof. Grant Farred, Africana Studies, Cornell U.

320pp | 2014 | Disc. Price $29.60
978 1 86914 256 8 | p/b | $37.00
Univ. of KwaZulu-Natal Press

AFRICAN POLITICS

ALBERT RENÉ
The Father of Modern Seychelles — A Biography
By Kevin Shillington

Albert René is a towering figure of modern Seychelle, an ar-

chipelago in the Indian Ocean. He arouses intense emotions

in both admirers and opponents. This first full-length biogra-

phy analyzes René’s early years, his political awakening, and

his struggle for full electoral support in the face of strong op-

position. Frustrated by the slow pace of Seychelle’s economic

development, Albert René took the fateful deci-

sion to seize power by coup d’état in 1977. This is

a dramatic story, which includes an attempted in-

vasion by South African mercenaries.

320pp | 2014 | Disc. Price $36.00
978 1 74258 612 0 | p/b | $45.00
Univ. of Western Australia Publishing

1,584pp | 2 vol. set | 2013 | Disc. Price $78.40
978 1 86888 720 0 | h/b | $98.00
Unisa Press

488pp | color ills. | 2013 | Disc. Price $38.40
978 1 86914 244 5 | p/b | $48.00
Univ. of KwaZulu-Natal Press
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THE JOURNEY TO 
THE ARAB SPRING

The Ideological Roots of the Middle East 
Upheaval in Arab Liberal Thought

By David Govrin (Israeli Ministry of Foreign Affairs)

The New Arab Liberals have drawn public criticism in

demanding a change to the political status quo and the

cultural and social molds, but they succeeded in pre-

senting to the Arab public a rational alternative out-

look, based upon a civil, secular and democratic state,

rather than an Arab nationalistic or Islamist state vi-

sion. David Govrin investigates the roots of this ideo-

logical discourse which caused so much unrest in the

Middle East and led to the Arab Spring.

MIDDLE EAST POLITICS

ARAB SPRING
Reflections on Political Changes 
in the Arab World and Its Future
Edited by Anwar Alam (Zirve U.)

These 19 scholarly papers grouped into five thematic parts

broadly deal with social-political forces, ideas, discourses, and

events that have shaped the emergence of the Arab Spring.

They examine the contentious issue of the relationship be-

tween Islamism, the nation-state, and democracy in the context of the Arab world.

Also discussed are the strengths, weaknesses, limita-

tions, and prospects of the Arab Spring for the demo-

cratic transformation of Arab societies, as well as the

regional implications.

508pp | 2014 | Disc. Price $70.00
978 81 7708 395 8 | h/b | $87.50
New Century Publications

352pp | 2014 | Disc. Price $71.96
978 0 85303 917 4 | h/b | $89.95
Vallentine Mitchell

LAW AND WAR IN SYRIA
A Legal Account of the Current Crisis in Syria
Edited by W. van der Wolf and C. Tofan

The conflict in Syria began on March 15, 2011 with nationwide

demonstrations as part of the wider protest movement known as

the Arab Spring. Protesters demanded the resignation of Presi-

dent Bashar al-Assad and sought an end to nearly five decades

of Ba’ath Party rule. In April 2011, the Syrian Army was de-

ployed to quell the uprising, and soldiers were ordered to open fire on demonstra-

tors. This book provides an overview of the

international response to the crisis and is a

legal analysis of the conflict.
648pp | 2013 | Disc Price $64.00
978 90 5887 059 9 | p/b | $80.00
International Courts Association

THE STRUGGLE OF 
MAJOR POWERS OVER SYRIA
By Jamal Wakim (Lebanese U.)

Is it true that whomever controls Syria can tighten their grip on

Iraq, Turkey, and Egypt, and thus the whole of the Middle East?

Ordered chronologically, Jamal Wakim deals chapter-by-chapter

with the different conflicts and struggles that have surrounded

Syria throughout history. He details the constant struggles to

control it by Mesopotamia, Anatolia, and Egypt, and examines

the political changes that have taken place dur-

ing the term of President Bashar Assad, includ-

ing the role of the ‘superpowers’ in seeking to

achieve control of the region.

248pp | 2013 | Disc. Price $55.96
978 0 86372 511 1 | h/b | $69.95
Ithaca Press

THE USAGE OF SOCIAL MEDIA 
IN THE ARAB SPRING

The Potential of Media to Change 
Political Landscapes throughout 

the Middle East and Africa
By Mohammad-Munir Adi

The unrests, riots, revolutions, and civil wars through-

out the Arab Spring have initiated a series of chain re-

actions on Arab and African soil. The research in this

book analyzes the use of the Internet and social media

platforms in Tunisia, Egypt, and Syria, in order to clar-

ify their relevance to the Arab Spring uprisings. In-

cluded chapters cover topics such as: Twitter in the

Arab World; Under-Cover Broadcasting; the Role of

Al-Jazeera; Internet Surveillance; and more.

72pp | 2014 | Disc. Price $23.96
978 3 643 90468 3 | p/b | $29.95
LIT Verlag

ETHNIC MINORITIES AND MEDIA 
IN THE HOLY LAND
Edited by Dan Caspi and Nelly Elias 
(Both at Ben-Gurion U. of the Negev)

Numerous studies have noted the dual role the media plays

in the lives of minorities: assimilation into the majority soci-

ety and isolation there from, while adopting new identities

and preserving original ones. In this context, Israeli society

provides a rare test case, as nearly half of its population

comprises various minorities. This anthology comprises se-

lected studies about minorities and the media in Israel, and

includes original material focusing on three areas of re-

search: creation, development and production of media and

content for and by minorities; minority representation in

mainstream media; and minorities' media consumption and

the media's role in minor-

ity identity construction

and location vis-a-vis the

dominant majority.

264pp | 2014 | Disc. Price $71.96
978 0 85303 897 9 | h/b | $89.95
Vallentine Mitchell
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IRELAND, THE UNITED NATIONS 
AND THE CONGO
A Military and Diplomatic History, 1960-1
By Michael Kennedy (Royal Irish Academy) and Art Magennis

In 1961, Irish UN peacekeepers went into combat in the Con-

golese province of Katanga. Based on a first-hand account of the

fighting by an Irish cavalry officer, previously unseen UN

archives, and the papers of UN Secretary General Dag Ham-

marskjold, this book covers the 18 critical months — from July

1960 to December 1961 — which almost tore the UN apart. This book is an Irish

diplomatic and military perspective on

a defining moment in the history of the

United Nations, the Cold War, and

modern Africa.

SOUTH AFRICA: SIX DECADES
Photography by Jürgen Schadeberg

This photographic retrospective documentary of South

Africa by famous photographer Jürgen Schadeberg is a

unique visual journey which captures the key cultural, so-

cial, and political events and personalities from the 1950s,

as well as the early struggle for democracy to present-day

human rights issues. This collection of iconic images docu-

ments a powerful visual history of South Africa, from the

pain and joy of a bittersweet past to today’s vibrant,

volatile, creative, and cosmopolitan society. Jürgen Schade-

berg photographed Nelson Mandela from 1952 until his

death in 2013. His image of Mandela looking through the

bars of his Robben Island Cell in 1994 was voted as one of

the 50 most memorable images of the 20th century by The

Photographers

Gallery 

in London.
284pp | b/w ills. | 2013 | Disc. Price $48.80
978 1 86888 678 4 | p/b | $61.00
Unisa Press

CHINA — AFRICA RELATIONS
Review and Analysis (Volume 1)
Edited by Zhang Hongming
Translated by Sun Xiao, Luo Liangliang, and Xu Mengqi

Western politicians and mainstream media have accused China of

‘neo-colonialism’ in Africa, but China has much to offer Africa in

terms or financial and technological resources. This review pres-

ents China’s case for its involvement in Africa, a relationship that

is having an enormous impact on the continent and elsewhere.

Also discussed is how China’s relationship with modern Africa is based upon the

founding principles of the People’s Republic

of China.

INTELLECTUAL TRADITIONS 
IN SOUTH AFRICA

Ideas, Individuals and Institutions
Edited by Peter Vale (U. of Johannesburg),

Lawrence Hamilton (U. of the Witwatersrand) and
Estelle H. Prinsloo (U. of Johannesburg)

Powerful ideas, institutions, and individuals have been

central to various colonizing and apartheid projects to

directly control and subordinate much of the popula-

tion. The result has been that totalitarian systems of

rule cannot completely stamp out individual human in-

genuity and imagination. Different political traditions

are discussed, with attention given to religious and

communal intellectual practices, ranging from African

nationalism to Marxism.

376pp | 2014 | Disc. Price $34.00
978 1 86914 258 2 | p/b | $42.50
Univ. of KwaZulu-Natal Press

A SCHOOL OF STRUGGLE
Durban's Medical School and the Education 

of Black Doctors in South Africa
By Vanessa Noble (U. of KwaZulu-Natal)

Durban medical school — the first medical school in

South Africa to offer a full medical education to black

students — laid the foundation for the black medical

profession. This detailed history of the medical school

from the 1950s to post-apartheid offers insightful por-

traits of the school's pioneers. It poignantly details the

students' struggles to overcome prejudice, structural

hardships, and discrimination in a quest to improve

their lives and society. Its alumni — among them Steve

Biko, Malegapuru Makgoba, Zweli Mkhize, and Mam-

phela Ramphele — changed the medical landscape,

made history, and set the tone of public life.

398pp | 2013 | Disc. Price $32.80
978 1 86914 252 0 | p/b | $41.00
Univ. of KwaZulu-Natal Press

AFRICAN HISTORY

BEYOND THE LINE
Cultural Narratives of the Southern Oceans
Edited by Michael Mann and Ineke Phaf-Rheinberger 
(Both at Humboldt U., Berlin)

What role do the oceans play as mediators for labor migration,

not only of the Black Atlantic, but also of people moving from

Asia to Africa, and vice versa? The growing influence of the

“Global South” in the contemporary economic and political set-

ting is causing an emergent consciousness of the pivotal role of

the oceanic world on human life. The included contributions concentrate on coun-

tries such as India, Kenya, Angola, and

Brazil, and cover different academic fields.
272pp | b/w ills. | 2014 | Disc. Price $53.60
978 3 943414 14 1 | h/b | $67.00
Neofelis Verlag

288pp | b&w ills. | 2014 | Disc. Price $59.60
978 1 84682 523 1 | h/b | $74.50
Four Courts Press

182pp | 2014 | Disc. Price $78.40
978 1 84464 091 1 | h/b | $98.00
Paths International
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SOLDIERS’ TALES
Two Palestinian Jewish Soldiers in the 

Ottoman Army during the First World War
By Glenda Abramson (Oxford Center for Hebrew

and Jewish Studies)

Yehuda Amon and Haim Nahmias were middle-class

Jerusalem Jews who were conscripted into the 

Ottoman army during World War I. Their diaries, as

well as the unpublished letters of Yehuda Burla, an-

other Palestinian Jewish conscript who later became a

well-known Hebrew author, provide insight into the

Ottoman army in the Middle East and the declining

years of the Ottoman Empire. The detailed diaries of

the men’s experiences appear here for the first time.

MIDDLE EAST HISTORY

TUNISIA SINCE THE ARAB CONQUEST
The Saga of a Westernized Muslim State
By Jacob Abadi (US Air Force Academy, Colorado)

Based on primary and secondary sources in Arabic, French, Ital-

ian, Hebrew, and English, this book provides a comprehensive

history of Tunisia, from the Arab conquest of the 7th century to

the Jasmine Revolution and the fall of Ben Ali’s regime in 2010.

Jacob Abadi describes the evolution of the Tunisian state, its

place in the Mediterranean basin, and its contacts with the civi-

lizations of that region. This book is essential read-

ing for students and academics who wish to

understand the formative years of the Tunisian state,

as well as the political developments which took

place after its independence.

600pp | 2013 | Disc. Price $67.96
978 0 86372 435 0 | h/b | $84.95
Ithaca Press

306pp | b&w ills. | 2013 | Disc. Price $67.96
978 0 85303 956 3 | h/b | $84.95
Vallentine Mitchell

EUROPE’S DEBT TO PERSIA 
FROM ANCIENT TO MODERN TIMES
Religion, Philosophy, Astronomy, Mathematics, 
Medicine and the Sciences
By Minou Reeves

Beginning with the conquest of Ionian Greece by Persia, and

covering the period between 546 BC and 1807 AD, Minou

Reeves challenges established ideas about the relationship be-

tween Persia and Greece. She argues that, contrary to received wisdom, Persia and

Greece were not at odds with one another, but

were rather intertwined, and these two exercised

a profound influence on one another's cultural,

aesthetic, philosophical, and scientific thought.

1,052pp | 2013 | Disc. Price $59.96
978 0 86372 519 7 | p/b | $74.95
Ithaca Press

CHINA — MIDDLE EAST RELATIONS
Review and Analysis (Volume 1)
Edited by Yang Guang (Chinese Academy of Social Sciences)
Translated by Liu Maomin and Michelle Wan

Written by leading researchers and Middle East specialists at the

Chinese Academy of Social Sciences (CASS), China's relation-

ship with the nations of the Middle East is examined. This is a

timely contribution to the study of the Middle East as China's

presence in the region becomes more apparent. Beginning with

an examination of the historical relations between China and the Middle East, this

book is devoted to China's relations with Turkey, Saudi Arabia, Israel, and Iran.

China's standpoint on the latter's nuclear posi-

tion is also discussed.150pp | 2013 | Disc. Price $78.40
978 1 84464 092 8 | h/b | $98.00
Paths International

SLAVERY AND MANUMISSION
British Policy in the Red Sea and the Persian

Gulf in the First Half of the 20th Century
By Jerzy Zdanowski 

(Polish Academy of Sciences, Warsaw)

This unique book highlights the issue of slavery using

the statements and life stories of individual slaves,

such as Manuy bint Khalfan. Manumission proce-

dures, applied in the Persian Gulf, required that appli-

cants produced written statements describing the

circumstances of their enslavement. Therefore, British

agencies have at their disposal the life stories of al-

most 1,000 slaves, named and speaking in their own

voices. The analysis of these statements sheds light on

various aspects of social, religious, and political life in

the Gulf in this period.

508pp | 2013 | Disc. Price $59.96
978 0 86372 438 1 | h/b | $74.95
Ithaca Press
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THE NEXT WAR BETWEEN 
ISRAEL AND EGYPT
Examining a High Intensity War between Two
of the Strongest Militaries in the Middle East
By Ehud Eilam

Based on an insider's knowledge of actual Israeli and

Egyptian battle strategies, Ehud Eilam examines how

two of the strongest regional militaries would likely

fight a high intensity war in the Middle East. Fascinating new issues are

looked at, such as the demilitarization of the Sinai Peninsula and both

armies being largely equipped

with US military hardware. 276pp | b&w ills. | 2014 | Disc. Price $71.96
978 0 85303 838 2 | h/b | $89.95
Vallentine Mitchell

EKHAYA
The Politics of Home in KwaZulu-Natal
Edited by Meghan Healy-Clancy (Harvard U.)
and Jason Hickel (U. of Virginia)

It is clear that the politics of ekhaya (home) plays

an important role in South Africa's current affairs.

The concept of ‘home’ has become the touchstone

for popular discontent and political activism in re-

cent decades. This book explores the major

themes in African history, including the colonial manipulation of kin-

ship, the exploitation of labor,

and modernist practices of

social engineering.
288pp | 2014 | Disc. Price $27.96
978 1 86914 254 4 | p/b | $34.95
Univ. of KwaZulu-Natal Press

QUR’ANIC TERM TRANSLATION
A Semantic Study from Arabic Perspective
By Ahmed Allaithy 
(President, Arabic Translators International)

Owing to the intrinsic difficulties inherent in the

translation of the Qur'an, a detailed study of Qur'anic

terms is almost unheard of, in spite of the fact that

there are many works that deal with the Qur'an in all

languages. This book focuses on the meanings and English translations of

Qur'anic terms, both in and out of context. It establishes a method of in-

vestigation that linguists and translators can adopt when embarking on

the analysis of lexical items of the Qur'an and/or when translating it. Also

addressed are a number of important

linguistic and cultural issues that no

serious researcher can afford to miss.

372pp | 2014 | Disc. Price $51.20
978 90 441 3118 5 | p/b | $64.00
Garant Publishers

RELIGION AND 
CHIEFTAINCY IN GHANA
An Explanation of the Persistence of a 
Traditional Political Institution in West Africa
By Louise Müller

Based on extensive research in primary and sec-
ondary sources and on field research in Ghana, in-
cluding more than 40 interviews, and applying her
formidable expertise in African history, philosophy,

historical anthropology and religious studies, Dr. Louise Müller has
produced a superb analysis of the history and transformation of the
roles of chieftaincy in the religious institutions, rituals and ideas
among the Asante.
~ David E. Skinner, Professor of

History, African and Islamic

Studies, Santa Clara U.

306pp | 2013 | Disc. Price $35.96
978 3 643 90360 0 | p/b | $44.95
LIT Verlag
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